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Abstract 
Let X be a connected, locally finite polyhedron. For U a compact, connected subpolyhe- 
dron of X, let f : U +X be a map with Fix(f) n aU = 1. The local H-Nielsen number N(f) 
is a lower bound for the number of fixed points of any map in a restricted homotopy class of 
f. We prove that the local generalized H-Lefschetz number L,(f; f; I) can, in certain 
cases, be expressed in terms of the isotropy subgroups of the local Reidemeister action and 
the local Lefschetz numbers of the lifts of f. From I,&; f: i) we determine N(f). We 
consider applications to lens spaces and to a spherical space form. 
Keywords: Local Nielsen number; Lefschetz number; Generalized Lefschetz number; Topo- 
logical fixed point theory; Nielsen fixed point theory 
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1. Introduction 
The local generalized H-Lefschetz number, LH(f; f, I), is defined in [5) as the 
alternating sum of trace-like elements from a free Abelian Z-module. Under 
certain hypotheses, I,,&; f, r) p rovides information about the local H-Nielsen 
number. The definition of L,,(f; f: ;I does not provide a method for calculating 
its value. We prove that, under certain conditions, the local generalized H- 
Lefschetz number can be expressed in terms of computable information. 
Let X be a connected, finite-dimensional, locally compact polyhedron. Let 
f : U + X be a map defined on an open, connected subset U of X. The fixed point 
set of f is Fix ~={xEU:~(X)=X), and we consider only maps f with Fix f 
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compact. The local H-Nielsen number of f is a lower bound for I Fix g I for all 
g = f via an admissible homotopy. References for Nielsen theory (with U = X) are 
[l,lO,lll. Local Nielsen theory is introduced in [31. We prove that, when the lift of 
f is a compact map and all isotropy subgroups of the Reidemeister action are 
finite, the local generalized H-Lefschetz number of f can be expressed in terms of 
the isotropy subgroups and a lift index. This lift index, defined in the next section, 
is a generalization of the local Lefschetz number as in [61. We define a local weak 
Jiang setting. For such a setting, the lift index reduces to the local Lefschetz 
number. These results are a generalization of results by Fade11 and Husseini in [2]. 
Section 4 contains two examples for which the local generalized H-Lefschetz 
number can be calculated. In the first, X is a spherical space form with U = X. For 
any self-map of X, the resulting setting is a weak Jiang setting, while X itself is not 
a Jiang space. The second example involves calculating local Nielsen numbers for 
maps from a solid torus into a lens space. 
The background necessary for the results in [51 and for those proven here is 
provided in the expository paper [7]. 
The detailed comments of the referee were extremely useful in improving the 
exposition of this paper. Thanks are due to Lawrence Husch for several helpful 
e-mail conversations. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X be a connected, finite-dimensional, locally compact polyhedron. For U 
an open, connected subset of X, we define &U = 0 n X - U. Let f : U +X be a 
map with Fix f= Ix E U: f(x) =x], the set of fixed points of f. We consider only 
maps for which Fix f is compact, and we say f is compactly fixed. Let H be a 
normal subgroup of r,(X). Local H-Nielsen theory involves partitioning the fixed 
points of f into equivalence classes. (See [8,13].) Two fixed points, x and y, are in 
the same equivalence class if and only if there exists a path w in U from x to y for 
which the loop <f 0 w) * w-l is in a loop class in H. The equivalence classes of 
fixed points are called local H-Nielsen classes for f. Each class is assigned an 
integer called the local index of the class. (See [6].) 
A class of fixed points of f with nonzero index is called essential, because it 
cannot be removed by a deformation of f without introducing new fixed points. A 
homotopy h : U X Z + X is admissible if lJ I E ,Fix h, is a compact subset of U. It is 
well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the essential classes 
of f and the essential classes of g, whenever g =f via an admissible homotopy. 
The local H-Nielsen number of f, denoted by NH(f), is the number of essential 
local H-Nielsen classes. Thus NH(f) is invariant under admissible homotopy. We 
have NH(f) G min{ IFix g I: g =f] where the homotopies must be admissible. 
A subset K of U is an (f, U)-subset of X if it is a compact, connected subset of 
U with Fix f~ int K. The equivalence classes for f on K (where the path w must 
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be in K) are local (K; H)-Nielsen classes for f. It is possible to choose K large 
enough so that each local (K; H)-Nielsen class equals a local H-Nielsen class for f 
on U. Such a K is called stable. For K stable, NH(f) can be calculated on K 
rather than on all of U. It is also possible to choose K = int without loss of 
information. See [5]. We assume from now on that K is a stable <f, U&subset of X 
with K = int. 
Let _J? be the regular covering space for X for which the group of covering 
transformations, 75.,, is isomorphic to ri(X)/H. Let fix : X+X denote the 
covering projection, and let i : K -,X be the inclusion map. 
A regular covering space i of K with covering projection & is (H, f)-admissi- 
ble if there exist maps f and f for which fixf= ffiK and 6,; = i&. The maps f 
and I’ are said to be lifts of f and i, respectively. The universal cover of K is 
always (H, f )-admissible. Thus the set of (H, f )-admissible covers for a given f 
and a given H is always nonempty. 
Definition 2.1 (Local setting for f ). Let f : U +X be a map with Fix f compact. A 
local setting LS( f) for f consists of {X, K, f, 8, k, f, g as above, with K = int 
a stable (f, U)-subset of X and g an (H, f )-admissible covering space for K. 
Let eK be the group of covering transformations for fiK. Each lift of f to i 
may be written uniquely as af for some (Y E +,. An analogous statement is true 
for i. The map f induces a homomorphism 6 : iYK + ~5~ given by f(rj7) = &r)f(F) 
for all r E 6, and all F E i. The lift I of the inclusion i : K 9X induces a 
homomorphism 5: +K -+ ex. As expected, for all T E fiK and jj pi, ?(TF) = 
‘&Mj+ 
The Reidemeister action of tiK on irx is given by the following group action. 
For any r E +K and any (Y E fix, T. a = [(~ku#d~-~). Let [al denote the orbit of (Y 
under the Reidemeister action, and let R($, $1 denote the set of Reidemeister 
orbits. Let CY E 6x and define Coin(af, 1’> := (i E k: afl_?) = i(i)}. As in [5], the 
set e,(Coin(crf; t)) either is a local H-Nielsen class for f or is the empty set. Let 
p be in +,. If Coin(cuf, Z) # fl and Coin(Pf; i) # I, we have fi,(Coin(cYK i)) equal 
to fi,(Coin(pf, I)) if and only if [(.y] = [PI. A set of Reidemeister representatives i  
a subset of +, containing exactly one element of each orbit in R(&, g). If 
Coin(af, 7) # @, let N; denote the local H-Nielsen class E,Coin(cyf, i). 
As in 151, we use the following notation for a formal sum that is a well-known 
part of Nielsen fixed point theory. 
Definition 2.2 (The (H, K, f; S)-NR chain for f >. Let W be a set of Reidemeister 
representatives, and let K be a stable (f, U)-subset of X. 
The (H, K, f, i)-NR (Nielsen-Reidemeister) chain for f is 
&(f; f, i) = C i(&)[al. 
ClEW 
Here i(N;) is the local index of the H-Nielsen class Ng. 
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The (H, K, f, I)-NR chain is independent of K as long as K is a stable 
(f, U)-subset of X. 
2.1. The definition of LH(’ f; 1’) 
We identify X with a triangulation of X. For L any simplicial complex that is a 
subdivision of X, a subcomplex K of L is an (f, U)-subcomplex if the underlying 
space of K is an (f, U)-subset of X. We do not distinguish between a simplicial 
complex and its underlying space, and all simplices are assumed to be oriented. 
We study only those subdivisions L of X for which there is a stable (f, U)-sub- 
complex. Let LS( f > = {L, K, f, i, k, f, 3 b e a local setting for which K is a 
stable (f, U)-subcomplex of L. The covering spaces i and k inherit simplicial 
structures from L and K. For K an (f, U )-subset of X, a homotopy h : K X I + X 
is admissible if lJ ,,,Fix h, is compact in the interior of K. 
We would like to have a simplicial approximation to f with no fixed points on 
3K that is homotopic to f via an admissible homotopy. As in [6], there exist 
subdivisions L,’ of L, K’ of K and K” of K’, with K’ a subcomplex of L’, so that 
there is a simplicial approximation to f, g : K” + L’, with the desired properties. 
Let Z?’ and 2 be the obvious subdivisions of d and L, respectively. We orient the 
simplices of Z?’ and J? so that & and fix preserve orientation. 
Let J’ be the lift of the admissible homotopy between f and g with & =f: and 
define 2 = ji. Let C,( .; Z) be the group of oriented simplicial chains, and let 
K =j; l(K). Let TV be the standard subdivision chain map, and let pr, be the 
projection function. We define @, to be the composition 
@,:C,(K’; Z) rftC,(K”; Z) -3 c,@; Z) 3C,(K’; Z). 
Let M4 = [w,,~] be the square matrix for Q$ over Z[7jxl. For h(R(& s’>) the free 
Abelian Z-module generated by the set R(4, s’>, let p : Z[+,l -+ Z(R(& [)I be the 
linear function defined by p : 0 - [O-‘I for each 0 E +*. 
We define TR(@,) to be a trace-like element of Z(R(& $)) given by 
TR(Gq) =P 0 tr(Mq) E “(R($, 5)). 
Definition 2.3 (The local generalized H-Lefschetz number). The local generalized 
H-Lefschetz number, L,( f; f; i), is defined to be 
LH(f; f, ‘) =C<-l>qTR(@q). 
4 
Note that p involves a twisting in the sense that we write [B-t] where one might 
expect to see [o]. This notation corresponds to the work in [2,5]. In [5], it is shown 
that LJf; A 3 I is independent of the choices made in its definition as long as K 
is a stable subset of X. It is also shown that LJf; f, i) is invariant under 
homotopy and has an additivity property. 
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2.2. The lift index 
Let LS(f) be a local setting as in Definition 2.1 for which f is compact. We 
define the lift index A(f) of f on d. A(f) is similar to LH(f; f, 1’> in that it is an 
alternating sum. But the lift index is an integer, while LH(f; f, i) is an element of 
Z(R(& g)). For the lift index, the projection used is more restrictive than for 
L,( f; f, il. A(f) is an extension of the local simplicial index of f as in [6]. If i is 
a component of CL’(K), the lift index reduces to the local simplicial index. 
Note that f(Z?> is a subcomplex of, but is not in general equal to, K’. Let 
r : C(K’; B) + CMk’); Z) be the projection map, and define C?q to be the compo- 
sition G’9 = rrqQq. 
For any simplicial complex R, let R, be the set of positively oriented q-sim- 
plices of R. As in [6], for each s E kb, let se be the subdivision of s that is a 
subcomplex of d”. Let 8%) be the set of positively oriented q-simplices in SK”. It 
is well known that for any q-simplex m of i?, r&m) = CrEBCm)r. We have, for m 
any q-simplex of l?, C,(gh$n)= C,,,,,,&)= CrERcmjCsE~qAr,s~ E C&2:; Z) 
with A,,, E IO, 1, - 11. Thus G,(m) = E, E bcmjCsE ~~A,,,rr~,pr,(s) E C,Ml?>; Z>. 
The following fact will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 2.4. For any u E fiK and any r E B(m) with m a q-simplex of d’, and 
for any s E 2,, we have A,,,, = Ar,~(a-ljs. If u E ker &, then A,, iCVm) =A,, iCm) = 
Ai-,&mml)i(m). 
Proof. We want A,,,,, which is the coefficient of s in scar>. Note that 
g(ar) = $(a)g(r) =&(a) c Ar,s~ = c A,,,&a)s. 
SECq SE& 
The coefficient of s is A,,,,,-I,,. 0 
For any y E Lb and for any x E $, let pL,,Y = C, E BCxjAr,y E Z. Let T(6J be a 
trace-like integer for C?4 over Z given by 
T(dq) = C Px,i(x) E ‘. 
XEk; 
Definition 2.5 (The lift index for a simplicial map). For 2 : I? + 2 a compact 
simplicial map, we define the lift index of S on Z?’ to be 
A( 2) = c( - l)‘T( tiq) E Z. 
4 
We require g to be compact in order to be sure that at most finitely many of the 
terms in the sum are nonzero. 
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Proposition 2.6. The lift index of g on I?’ satkfies 
W) = cc -v c c c *,r,,u, 
4 UEVq r~@h’) acker[ 
with Vq any set of q-simplices of Z? for which i is a btjection of V, onto 
q-simplices of iM’>. 
Note that x EZ~ is not necessarily in V4, but i(x) is an element of i<V,>. 
the 
Definition 2.7. (The lift index for a Zocal setting for f ). Given LS( f > a local setting 
for f with p a compact map, let g’ : I?’ + f: be a simplicial approximation to f: 
The lift index of f on i is defined to be A(f) := A(g). 
Proposition 2.8. The lift index of fan d is independent of the choice of g whenever g 
covers a simplicial approximation to f. The lift index of fan K is also independent of 
the choices of subdivisions K” and k. 
The proof is analogous to that of [6, Lemma 3.31. 
In Theorem 3.2, we will break down LH(f; f, i) into a sum with each Reide- 
meister orbit having a coefficient involving the lift index. The theorem holds under 
certain conditions of compactness and finiteness. We will define a local weak Jiang 
setting, where the lift index is independent of the lift chosen, When LS(f) is a 
local weak Jiang setting, the calculation of LH(f; f, ) - i is simplified. These results 
will be used for examples in the last section. 
2.3. Properties of the lift index 
Proposition 2.9 (Invariance of the lift index under homotopy). For any local setting 
LS( f > let h : d + i be a map that is homotopic to f via a homotopy J. We require 
that J preserve fibers and that, for each t E I, Coin(J,, i) f~ aK = fl. Then A(f) = 
A(h). 
Proof. The proof of the invariance of the lift index under homotopy is analogous to 
the proof in [6] for the local simplicial index. Note that g is not necessarily 
compact. We require J to preserve fibers so that we can make use of the 
compactness of K in the proof. Fournier’s proof uses compactness. 0 
To calculate the local generalized H-Lefschetz number in Section 3, we must 
consider one lift of f for each Reidemeister orbit. The next proposition provides a 
connection between the lift index and local H-Nielsen classes of a map. It 
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corresponds to [2, equation 6.251. The proof involves a counting argument and a 
local version of a Hopf approximation to f. For a proof of the latter, see [4]. 
Proposition 2.10. For any local setting LS( f) and any (Y E +.,, let (+,I, be the 
isotropy subgroup for (Y under the Reidemeister action. Then the lift index of (Y? 
equals the product of the size of (+K)a and the index of the local H-Nielsen class 
induced by CY. That is, 
A(af) =i(N$) I(+~ 
Proposition 2.11. For any p E 7jK and any (Y E +,, we have ~(&J)~&P-‘).~? = 
A(cYj=). 
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 2.10, because both the index of a local 
H-Nielsen class and the order of an isotropy subgroup are independent of the 
choice of representative of a Reidemeister class. Let p = .&)a&~-‘). Then 
[(Y] = [PI and NG = Ni. There is a one-to-one correspondence between (+K)p and 
(~7~1, given by conjugation by p. Thus the lift index of @f-equals the lift index of 
CYf. 0 
Let W be a set of Reidemeister representatives. Given a local setting LS( f > 
with f compact and with (eK), finite for every (Y E eX, let the amalgamated lift 
index for LS( f > be 
Note that AH(f; f; 9 is defined in terms of one lift for each Reidemeister orbit, 
while LH( f; fy Z) is defined in terms of a single lift. 
3. The local generalized H-Lefschetz number and NR chains 
Let LS( f > be a local setting for f with f compact. The results of this section are 
generalizations of work by Fade11 and Husseini in [2], where the special case U = X 
is considered. We will prove that LH( f; f, r) = NJ f; f, 1) = AH( f; fl 1’> when 
certain conditions of finiteness are met. At the end of the section, there is a 
discussion of these conditions of finiteness. 
3.1. The function T,” 
Let LS(f) be a local setting for f with f a compact map. Let g : I?” + I? be a 
simplicial approximation to f- as above. Let B, c l? be a set consisting of one lift 
to J?’ of each q-simplex in K’. For any cx E tiX, C&k’; Q> is a Q[(+,),l-module 
with basis B,, and C,($&); Q) is a Q[&ii,),]-module with basis %B,). 
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For any (Y E SX, we define the homomorphism CYG~ : C,(d’; Q) + C,(I(k’); Q) 
to be (YG~ = rr,pr,C,(ag’)7,. 
Proposition 3.1. For any CY E ii,, the homomorphism c-x~~_: C&k’; Q) --t 
C,(?(l?); Q) respects the module structures of C&d’; Q) and C&L(K); Q). In other 
words, for any u E (+& and any t a q-simplex of I?, we have &&at) = 
&&G&t). 
Proof. We have &&at> = rqpr,C,(ag)Tq(at) = ~~pr,C,(a~(~)g)7,(t). Note that 
u E (+K)a implies that &a)a = (Y&V). Thus aG,(at) = ~~pr,C,(i(~)rYs)Ty(t). 
We have rqpr,([(a)s) = &(a)rqpr,(s) for all s E 2*. Thus aGJat> = &(a)aG,(t). 
0 
We restrict our study to those local settings for which (+,), is finite for every 
y E +X. Let W be a set of Reidemeister representatives. Let 5 be an orbit in 
R(& s’>, with 
I,(~)={(a,a):aEW,~Ei(sj,),,[a-‘cY]=5}. 
Choose a representative /3 E +X with [PI = [. We define 143) to be 
v(l) =l(Qpl c l+qaJIEQ. 
(a,u)EI,(i) 
Note that, for any y E l, (fiTTKIP and (fiKIr are conjugate subgroups of SK. Thus 
u(l) is independent of the choice of p. 
For any (Y E W, we define the function T,” : [(+K)a + Q(R(& 6)) to be, for any 
u E &Qa, 
T:(u) = ~-~([u-~cx])[u-~a]. 
We may extend T,” linearly to T,” : O[&C+K>al -+ Q(R($, @I. 
Let A, be a set of right coset representatives for cosets of (eKIol in +K. Let 
D;=(6b: SEA,, &Bq}. 
Then 0,” is a Q[(+K)a]-basis for C&Z?; O>, and the set UIJ> is a Q[&tiK),l-basis 
for C,($Z=Z’>; Q). 
For each d E Df, we have 
&Jd) = c ~d,a-lss. 
SEX?) 
The trace-like sum of %c over Q]c((7jK) 1 k cdc D&~&+,) pd a-‘7i(d)T. 
We define TcrR(~cq) to’be T,” applied:0 the abode trace-1i”ke sum. Thus 
T,R(a6,) = c c kd,a-k(d)T:(T). 
dCD,” TE%g+K)a 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
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We use the fact that f is compact to guarantee that the image of c&~ is finitely 
generated over Q[&(7;,>,1, and thus the above sums have at most finitely many 
nonzero terms. We require all isotropy subgroups for the Reidemeister action to 
be finite in order to guarantee that v is defined for every orbit in R($, 51. 
Theorem 3.2. Let LS( f 1 be a local setting for f with fcompact. Let W be a set of 
Reidemeister representatives. If the isotropy subgroup (eTTK)? is finite for every 
YE+TTX, we have 
L,(f; f-, ‘) =C(-1)” c T,H(cq 
4 atw 
=An(f; f, ‘) 
=Nn(f; f, “) EE(R(& e)). 
Thus whenever Ln( f; f, i) is written in reduced form (with each Reidemeister orbit 
appearing at most once) the local H-Nielsen number NH(f) is the number of terms 
with coefficient different from zero. 
Proof. First we prove that L,Jf; f, I’> = C,(- 1)qC,t ,TF(aG,). It suffices to 
prove that 
c C@$) = c c c ~r,~-~i&% 
CZGW DEB, 13~6~ i-cd(b) 
For any a E XL?:), let pi,, = P~,~~I~. Then 
C C C hr,O-‘i(h)[“l = C C P~,i(b)[‘l* 
h=B, 6’e7jX re&Yb) heB, OS+ 
For any y E W, Let A, be a set of right coset representatives for (+,>, in tiK. 
Then A;‘, the set of all inverses of elements in A,, is a set of left coset 
representatives for (SK)? in ii,. Each x E +K can be expressed uniquely as 
x = mn with m E A;’ and IZ E (7jK),,. Then &(x)y&x-‘1 = &rn>r&rn-‘I. 
Step 1. We prove that, for any b E B,, we have 
c &$&[e] = c c c ,~!~~p-‘~~(m-“v-‘([~])[a]. 
8E7jX aEJ+’ (y,P)‘=lw[al rn~A,’ 
Proof of Step 1. We have 
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For any (y, S) E I,[a] and for any n E eK, there exists a z E 7jK such that 
~(z)r’y~(z) =((x)a&x-1). 
There exist a unique m E A;’ and a unique n E (eK),, such that z = mn. Then 
&x)&+-1) =&n).&n)s-‘y&n-1)&7-1) 
=&n)&?l)6-?$n-‘)yCj(m-‘). 
Thus 
,z d,i(bW 
=x c c l&&r1 
acW (r.s)El,[al 
i 
_ _ 
c c p~gpw 5( ‘- n-‘)Y&mm’)V-l (y Ly 
CL I)[ 
i?lEA,’ ?tE(;r,), 
1). 
Let (6) = {yGy-‘: y ~[((7j~)J, and let wg = l&+K)y I/l(S) I. Then 
Os=((yE[(ir,),: y6y-‘=6)1. 
We have 
= c c I(s) c c p~~i;b)p-‘y~(,n-‘)y-‘([(y])[a]. (3) 
a=w (y,6)EI,[al us(S) msd;' 
Note that whenever u E (a), we have (y, a) E I,[(Y]. For any (y, p) E Iw[cuI, 
the sum C, E dL~&$~-‘y4(m-‘) appears I(p) 1 times in equation (3). Thus equation 
(3) implies that 
c &@)[a = c c c p~~~~~-““‘“~“~-‘([a])[a], 
OE7jX ~~~(y,P)~Ip,r[al VIEA;’ 
and Step 1 is proven. 
Step 2. We prove that 
C Tax((yGq) = C C P~,i(bJ81. 
CYEW bcB, 8~6~ 
Proof of Step 2. By Step 1, 
,z ,; d,i(b)Pl = c c c c ,~~i;b’p-‘y”“-“~-‘([~1)[~1. 
4 x beB, act+’ (y$)~Iw[al mod;’ 
Note that 
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Recall that, for any y E W, the set Dg’ = (ab: b E B,, a E A,,) is a H[(+,),]-basis 
for C&Z?; Z). Let d = m-lb. We have 
,g ,z Pi,i(b)Lel = C C C PdP,&&v-‘([al)[al. 
4 x ~~~(y,~)~Iw[al dsD,v 
Thus 
C C Pi,i(b)Lel = C C C ps,~k~-‘([P-‘Y])[P-‘Yl 
bEB, eeljX a= W (y,~)~l~tnl d-,Y 
= c c c P,B,&~ -‘([P-‘rl)[P-‘Yl. 
y~Wps(ir,), d’o,’ 
By equation (2), we have 
c c Pi,i(b)[el = c TyR(YGq) = c Tz(aGq). 
b=B, O-sirX YGW IXSW 
Step 2 is proven. 
Thus 
Next we prove that 
L,(f; f-9 q =&(f; f, i) =&(f; f, ‘). 
Consider one element LY E W. For each u E &?YKIn, we find a connection 
between T~((YGJ and T(u-‘c&~) = C, E Q_L~,~~I~~(~). 
For any c EKG and any (+ E [(6K)a, we have 6’,Gq<c> = Ca~i(R$)CLc,a~l~aU, 
and T(a-‘czGq) = Z,E~.b~.c,a~~Oi(c). 
For some n E (+K)a and for some d E D;, we have c = qd. Thus, by Proposi- 
tion 3.1 and equation (11, 
= a-‘&) 
i 
C PZ,,icdjT’(d) + C C Pf;,7i~xjTz~x) * 
e3irK), x+;d 7~[(7i,), 1 
To find the coefficient of r(c) = $qd) = .&~Md), we must find the 7 E {(7YKIa for 
which cr-?$~)r = ,$(,I. Thus we need 7 = &n-‘)a$((rl). The contribution of c to 
T(a-‘czG,) is p;,i(l,-~)ai(,,)i(d). Thus 
T(“-‘crGq) = c c &+-‘)&)i(d) E z. 
a~(~+), d=Q’ 
As before, let (a) = {8-&I: 0 E &+K)n} be the orbit of u under the action of 
conjugation in &+K)a, and let CC(Y) be the set of conjugacy classes in &+,I,. Let 
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o, = I{0 E &&,I,: V’a13 = a} I be the size of the isotropy subgroup for u under 
this action. Then we have 
w = M%A 
f7 
I( . 
We may write T(a-‘&J as T(a-‘(~6~) = w,C, t CVjCdE D$jPiCdj. Note that for 
p E (a), 2%-‘&J = zY/3-‘aGJ. w e compare this sum with T,R((YGJ as in 
equation (2). 
Note that if p E (a), then [a-la] = [P-%X]. We may write Z”(&J as 
TuR(cyGq) = C C C P~,~i(d)“-l([a-lcYl)[a-‘al. (4) 
(u)~C(a) d@,” PE(~) 
Then 
T,R(adq) = c 
i 
~~(u-1a6,))u-‘(ru-1~])~u-1~] 
(a)EC(a) c 
=rE;-)al(:, I (I - f T( u-lcx~q)u-l( [ a-la])[ a-la] 
=c l 
cE&,),l s’<%da 1 
T(a-‘cd,)u-l([u-lu])[u-lcr]. 
Let L,(f; f> be the sum L,(f; f> = C,(- 1)qT~((r6q), and note that 
LH(f; A 8 = I3 aEwL,(f; f’>. Then 
= c A( a-‘af) I‘c(‘<K)J u-y[u-~a])[u-b]. a&+K)a 
We have 
Next we combine like Reidemeister orbits. Let (Y E W. For any (p, 6) E Z&(rl), 
A(K’Pf”) = A(af> by Proposition 2.11. Of course, we have u-‘([S-‘/31) = ~-‘([a]). 
The local generalized ZZ-Lefschetz number reduces to 
Z,,(f;f,Z)= c c l 
( QEW (p,d)e,,([nl)li(7iK)pl ! 
+@‘(b1)b1. 
Recall that 
1 
G4 = K%da 1 c 
(p,s)EI,([nl) 18 +d B 1. 
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Thus 
By Proposition 2.10, we have LH(f; f, i) = C,, ,i(&)[al = Nn(f; f, i). 0 
3.2. Local weak Jiang settings 
3.2.1. The Jiang subgroup 
Given a map f : X -+X with Fix f compact, the Jiang subgroup T( f, x0> of 
7,(X, f(_q,>> is defined as follows. Given (Y E rr,(X, f(x,)>, we have a E T(f, x0> 
if and only if there exists a homotopy h : XX Z -+X with h, = f = h, SO that the 
loop h(x,, . > is an element of the loop class (Y. If T(f, x0) = r,(X, f(x,>>, then all 
Nielsen classes for f have the same index. Thus if the Lefschetz number for f is 
zero, the Nielsen number for f is also zero. The space X is a Jiang space if 
T(id,,x,) = r,(X, x,). For a Jiang space, the Jiang subgroup of any map f is the 
entire fundamental group of X. A Jiang space has the property that all lifts of a 
map to the universal cover of the space are homotopic via a homotopy that 
preserves fibers. (See [ 1,91.) 
Definition 3.3 (Local weak Jiang setting). A local setting LS(f) for f is a local weak 
Jiang setting if for every (Y E +x, of- is freely homotopic to f- via an admissible 
homotopy J. That is, for each t E I, we must have Coin( J,, I) f~ aZ? = fl. 
This is the local version of the weak Jiang condition defined in [2]. If the local 
Lefschetz number A( f > is zero in a local weak Jiang setting, we have the local 
H-Nielsen number NH(f) also equal to zero. 
Corollary 3.4 Let LS( f > satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, and let LS( f) be a 
local weak Jiang setting for f. Then 
Ln(f; f, i) =An(f; f, Z) =A(f)U~wl(+K),l-‘[a] =Nn(f; f, i). 
Zf +, and +, are finite, we have 
Ln(f; f, i)=A~(f; f, i)=$$ o~~[a]l[n]=NH(f; f, Z) 
with A( f > the local Lefschetz number off as in [6]. Thus for +k and ex finite, 
whenever A(f I= 0, we have iV,(f I= 0. 
Proof. If LS( f 1 is a local weak Jiang setting, then for all CY E ir,, A(af*) = A(f). If 
lfiK1<w, we have ](+,),I-‘=I+KI-l I [al I. The local Lefschetz number A( f > is 
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the sum of the indices of the local H-Nielsen classes of f. Thus 
3.3. Sufficient conditions for (7jKja to be finite 
The preceding theorem requires that f be compact and that the isotropy 
subgroup (eKl, be finite for every (Y E W. We consider the restrictions on LS(f) 
imposed by these requirements. 
If eK is a finite group, we have f compact and all isotropy subgroups finite. 
Thus we may apply the theorem to any setting LS( f) with 77., finite. 
If ii, is an infinite group and f’ is compact, the situation is more complicated. 
As in [2], the map f is compact if and only if the image of 4 is finite. For the case 
in which K = L, if the image of 6 is finite, then every isotropy subgroup is finite. 
In the local case (K # L), this is not true. 
Proposition 3.5. Let LS( f 1 be a setting for f. If the image of 6 is finite and if for 
every LY E 7jx we have ker .fn (+&, finite, all isotropy subgroups are finite. 
Proof. For each UE (+K)a, we have &(a)a&a-‘I = (Y. Thus F(U) = c&(u>C~. 
Because im 6 is finite, there are at most finitely many elements in &GKja. We 
have 
Thus for ker if’ (YYKja finite and &tiK), finite, we have (iiKja finite. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Let LS( f > b e a setting for f with 7jK an infinite group and (iiKjrr 
finite for all (Y E +x. Then fix is infinite. 
Proof. We have I+,:(+K),l = I[cull for all LYE ex. Also, Itix I = ~,,,I[all. If +x 
is finite, each [(u] is finite. Then the fact that (eKjn is finite forces fiK to be finite. 
This contradicts the hypotheses. Thus tix is infinite. 0 
3.3.1. Conclusion 
Theorem 3.2 applies to a local setting for f if f is compact and 
(1) 75K is finite or 
(2) 7?, is infinite, im 6 is finite and ker [n (eK), is finite for all cx E 7jx. 
By Proposition 3.6, if fix is a finite group, we must have 77, finite in order to 
apply Theorem 3.2. 
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4. Examples 
First we provide an example of a space that is not a Jiang space, but for which 
each self-map gives rise to a weak Jiang setting. See [2]. We calculate the Nielsen 
number (with U =X and I-I = 1) of any self-map on this space using Corollary 3.4. 
Second, we calculate local Nielsen numbers (with II = 1) of maps f : K + L, 
where L is a lens space and K is a solid torus in L. This provides an example of a 
local setting in which it is necessary to choose a (1, fl-admissible cover for K that 
is not a subspace of i. 
4.1. The Nielsen number of a self-map on a spherical space form 
Let M be the orbit space for an orthogonal, free action of the dihedral group of 
order 12 on S3. Then M is a spherical space form. (See [12].) Let the dihedral 
group of order 12 be denoted by D,, =(X,Y:X4=I,Y3=I,XY=Y2X),withY 
and X as below. 
y=L I 0 i 0 y3 -2 1 
1 -+ -y3 
$6 -4 
0 0 001  0 0 -1 0 
-+fi ’ 
x= 
-100 0’ 
1 
2 010 0 
Any element of D,, can be written uniquely in the form Y’Xj with 0 G i G 2 
and 0 <j G 3. We have Y”X”Y’Xj = Y’X” with r = m + 2”i mod 3 and s = n + 
j mod 4. Note that XXT = I and YYT = I. Thus any element of D,, acts orthogo- 
nally on S3. 
Proposition 4.1. The given action of D,, on S3 is free. 
Proof. Let 2 ED,, with 2 #I. If x is a fixed point of the action of the matrix 2 
on S3, then (Z - I)x = 0, and 1 is an eigenvalue of Z with eigenvector x. We 
prove that, for each Z #I, det(Z -I) # 0. Thus 1 is not an eigenvalue of Z. Note 
that for any 4 X 4 matrix A, we have det(-A) = det(A). Because X2 = -I, we 
have det(X* - I) = det( - 21) = 24 # 0. Also, det(X* - I) = det(X - I> det(X + I) 
= det(X - I) det(X3 - I). Thus X, X2 and X3 act on S3 without fixed points. 
Consider det(Y - I) = 9 # 0. We have det(Y - I) = det(Y4 - I) = det(Y - 
I) det(Y + I) det(Y* + I) = det(Y - I) det(EX* - I) det(Y*X* - I). Also, 
det(Y *X2 - I) = det(‘YX - I) det(YX3 - I>, and det(KX2 - I) = det(Y4X2 - I) = 
det(Y 2X- I) det(Y2X3 - I). Thus none of these determinants is zero, and all 
nontrivial elements of D,, act on S3 without fixed points. 0 
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Note that S3/( Y) is the lens space L(3, 1). Thus we have S3 + L(3, 1) + M a 
composition of covering transformations. 
Proposition 4.2. For every map f : M + M, any lift f*of f to S3 gives rise to a setting 
LS( f) for f (with U = M and H = 1) that is a weak Jiang setting. However, M is not 
a Jiang space. 
Proof. A Jiang space has an Abelian fundamental group. Thus M is not a Jiang 
space. 
A weak Jiang setting for f is a setting as in Definition 2.1 with K = L, Z? = f, 
and for which all lifts of f to the covering space are freely homotopic. It remains 
to prove that for every 2 E D,, we have deg(Zf) = deg(f>. For Z = I, we have 
deg(Zf> = deg(Z) deg(f^), and the covering transformation Z has no fixed points 
on S3. We have L(Z) = 0 = 1 - deg(Z). Thus deg(Z) = 1. 0 
Let f and f^ be as in Proposition 4.2. As in the proof of Corollary 3.4, 
L( f> = L( f >. Because LS( f > is a weak Jiang setting, we have N( f > = 0 whenever 
L(f)=O. 
Let J:D,,-+Di2 be the endomorphism determined by fZ = J(Z){ for any 
Z E D,,. By Corollary 3.4 with U =X and H = 1 (see also [2]), 
k(f&)=L(f) c l(D,,),I-l[alEL(R(~,i)) 
a‘zw 
with L(f > the standard Lefschetz number of f. Note that here 5 is the identity 
function. 
Proposition 4.3. For each endomorph&m (lr of D,,, there is a self-map g : M -+ M 
that fixes the base point x0 EM with I,!I = g,: D,, + D,,. 
Proof. Let g be defined on the l-skeleton of M with Ic, = g,. Then we may extend 
g to the 2-skeleton of M. Note that r,(M) = ,rr,(S3) = 0. Thus for the attaching 
map h for any 3-cell of M, we have gh = h. This implies that we may extend g to 
M. 0 
Let &, be the base point of S3 in the fiber above x,,. Because S3 is the universal 
cover of M, there is a lift 2 of g to S3 that fixes R,. We have 2Z = $(Z)g^, and 
thus there is a setting for g with 4 = Cc, to which Corollary 3.4 can be applied. 
Every endomorphism of D,, appears as 4 for some setting of some map f : M + M. 
Proposition 4.4. The endomolphisms of D 12 are of the form &X> = Y”Xp and 
J(Y) = YY, with OGCYG~, O=~y<2, and O~p<3 so that whenever /3 is even, 
cu=y=o. 
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Proof. For any endomorphism 4, there exists a unique 4-tuple ((Y, p, y, S) with 
cy, y E {O, 1, 2) and p, 6 E (0, 1, 2, 3} such that J(X) = Y”Xp and &Y) = YyXG. 
Because &X4) = I, we have Z = &X4) = (Y*Xp)4 = Ya+2Pa+228~+23B~X4p. 
Thus for any /3 we must have a(1 + 2O + 22fi + 23p) = 0 mod 3. Note that 2’6 = 
1 mod 3, and 238 = 2p mod 3. We have, for any /?, 2a(l + 2p) = 0 mod 3. For p 
even, this forces cy to be 0. 
Because &Y3) = I, we have Z = &Y’> = (YyX”)” = Yy+2’~+22syX36. We must 
have 36 = 0 mod 4. Thus 6 = 0. 
Finally, we know &XY) = &Y*X). We have &XY) = Y*XpYY = Yaf2’yXP, 
and &Y 2X) = Y 2yfaXP. W e must have 2-y + cy = (Y + 2Oy mod 3. Thus y(2@ - 2) 
= 0 mod 3. For /3 even, this forces y to be 0. 0 
We will determine the Lefschetz number of f and the Nielsen number of f 
using the data (Y, p, y and the degree of f: 
First we compute the Lefschetz number L(f). Because M is orientable, we can 
use Poincare duality to find H,(M). The homology of A4 is H,(M) = Z, H,(M) = 
Z,, H,(M) = 0 and H,(M) = Z. Thus the Lefschetz number of f equals L(f) = 1 
- /3 - d, with d equal to the degree of f: 
Next we apply Corollary 3.4 to a setting for f and calculate the Nielsen number 
of f in terms of L(f). Tedious calculations are required to find the Reidemeister 
orbits for each possible 4. 
We provide the details of the calculation for the homomorphism f given by 
(a, p, r) = (2, 3, 2). The calculations for the other homomorphisms are similar. 
We require the following fact. If Y”X” acts on Y’X’ via the Reidemeister 
action, the result is YeX’ with 
f3 = m + 2”i + 2”+j+‘( 1 + 8 + 8* + * 1. +S3-n) + 29-2”fj(3 - m) mod 3 
and r = 8 - 2n + j mod 4. The orbit of the identity is 
[l]={YeX’:i=O, j=O,O<m<2,O<n=g3} 
= { 1, Y, Y2, x2, KX*, Y*x*). 
Similarly, 
[x] = {YOX’: i=O, j=1,0gm~2,0~n~3)={X,Y2X3}. 
Note that when j is replaced by j + 2, 0 does not change. Thus [X3] = (X3, Y *X}. 
It remains to check that [YXI = (YX, YX3}, but X acts on Yx via the Reidemeister 
action with the result yX3. Thus the distinct orbits are [l], [Xl, [X3], and [IX]. By 
Corollary 3.4, we have 
L,(f; f, f) = q (3[11+ [Xl + [x31 + Ku). 
Thus 
i 
4 
N(f)= 
if L(f) +O, 
0 if L(f)=O. 
132 
Table 1 
(a, P, Y) 
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L,(f; f: i) N(f) 
(0, 0,O) 
(0, 2,O) 
(0,3,(I) 
(1, 3,O) 
(2, 3,O) 
(0, 1,O) 
(1, LO) 
(2,1,0) 
(0, 3, 1) 
(43, 1) 
(2, 3, 1) 
(0, 3,2) 
(1, 3,2) 
(2, 3,2) 
(0, 1, 1) 
(1, 1, 1) 
(2, 1, 1) 
(0, 1, 2) 
(1, 1,2) 
(2, 1,2) 
1 or 0 
1 or 0 
2or0 
2 or 0 
2 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
4 or 0 
6 or 0 
6 or 0 
6 or 0 
6 or 0 
6 or 0 
6 or 0 
We replace h(f) in Corollary 3.4 by L(f), the usual Lefschetz number of f, 
because we are considering a case for which f is defined on all of M. 
Recall that for f : A4 - M, we have L(f) = 0 - N(f) = 0. The results for each 
homomorphism f are listed in Table 1. Note that N(f) is independent of (Y, but 
L,(f; f: 9 is not. 
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Note that L(f) = 0 if and only if the degree of f^ equals 1 - /3. By combining 
this with the information in the table, we determine N(f) completely in terms of n 
p, y and the degree of f. 
4.2. Local Nielsen numbers for lens spaces 
Let p and 4 be relatively prime integers. Let h, = (y: yp = 1) act on S3 by 
277 2?r 
-i 
y- (z,, z2) = e ’ zl, e 
i 
y4’ 
z2 . 
I 
The orbit space is the lens space L(p, q). Let U be an open connected subspace 
of L(p, q). Let EL : S3 + L(p, q) be the covering projection and f : U -+ L(p, q) 
be a map with Fix f n XJ = @. Let L be a simplicial complex for which there exists 
a stable (f, U)-complex K as in Section 2, with i = S3. For K a solid torus, we 
will calculate the local generalized Lefschetz number L,(f; f: r) and the local 
Nielsen number N(f 1 in terms of the lift index A(f) and the homomorphism 6 
induced by f: 
Let LS(f 1 be a local setting for f. For K a solid torus, consider the normal 
subgroup J of rI(K) given by J = (xp: 
_ 
x E 7~,( K)}. Let K be a covering space for 
K such that 71k = r,(K)/.Z. Then K is an (H, f l-admissible covering space for K 
withH=1foranyf:K-tL.Wehave~,=Z,=(p:PP=1).Foranyhomomor- 
phism $ : Z, + Z,, wehave+(P)=ykforsomeO<k<p-1. 
Let 6 be the homomorphism induced by J? We have 1’: K + i inducing c If K 
is not contractible in L, we have &3) = y. If K is contractible in L, we have 
&P> = 1. 
Proposition 4.5. First, consider K a solid torus not contractible in L. Zf &3> = y, 
there are p Reidemeister orbits, and each is a singleton. Zf &/3> = ys and 1 <s <p, 
there are m Reidemeister orbits each containing p/m elements where m = ( p, I 1 - s I ). 
Second, consider K a solid torus contractible in L. Zf &/3> = y, there is one 
Reidemeister orbit. Zf $(/?I = ys and 1 < s G p, there are n Reidemeister orbits each 
containing p/n elements where n = (p, s>. 
Proof. 
Case 1: The solid torus K is not contractible in L. For s = 1, [y’l = {&(P’>y’&‘>: 
0 <j <p) = {yi} is a singleton for each i. 
For &p> = ys and i <s up, we have [yil = (&@1y’&-“‘>: 0 <j <p] = 
{yi+‘(l-‘): 0 <j <p} for each i. The smallest integer 1 such that 1(1 - s) = 0 mod p 
is 1 =p/m with m = (p, 11 -s 1). Thus [y] = (y’, Y’+(‘-~), ~~+~(l-‘), . . , 
Y. r+(p/m-lX1-s)}, and the elements listed are distinct. Each orbit has p/m ele- 
ments. Thus the number of classes is m. 
Case 2: The solid torus K is contractible in L. The calculations are similar to 
those for Case 1. We see that if &p> = y, [yil = +L for each i. If &/3> = ys with 
1 <s up, we have [yi] = {y’, yips, yi-2S,. . . , yi-(p/“-l)S} for each i. 0 
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The covering transformation y : S3 + S3 is homotopic to the identity. Thus we 
have -y’f-f for all i. The local setting LS(f) is therefore a local weak Jiang 
setting. We have, by Corollary 3.4, 
L,(f; f, i) = y a~wlbllbl. 
For a given 4, all of the Reidemeister orbits are the same size. Thus we have 
For a local setting LS(f) with K a solid torus not contractible in L, the Iocal 
Nielsen number of f is 
p 
1 
for s= 1 and A(f) ~0, 
N(f) = m fors#l,m=(p,]l-s])andA(f)#O, 
0 for h(f) =O. 
For a local setting LS(f) with K a solid torus contractible in L, the local Nielsen 
number of f is 
p 
i 
for s = 1 and A(f) ~0, 
N(f) = n fors#l,n=(p,s)andA(f)#O, 
0 for A(f) = 0. 
Note that whenever K is a solid torus not contractible in L we have k a 
component of K. In that case, we have a local setting as in [41, where ri’ is required 
to be a subset of i. If K is a solid torus that is contractible in L, we cannot use a 
local setting as in [4]. To see this we consider such a K and a map f : K + L for 
which f&3> = y. The space K consists of p disjoint copies of K. If we were forced 
to choose x a subset of e, we would have k homeomorphic to K. There would be 
no lift of f to i, and k would not be a (1, f)-admissible cover for K. Thus the 
complications introduced in [5] by allowing i not to be a subset of f, are 
necessary for studying local Nielsen fixed point theory using the local generalized 
H-Lefschetz number. 
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